Matches at Oberlin College

Anais Geslin and Abbie Jade-Riley (TUWOMEN) 8-4
Laura Dunarova and Julia Newman (IUP) 8-3
Thais Andreotti and Katya Minchenkova (IUP) 8-2
Jessica Liu and Madeleine Paolucci (CWR-W)
Lauren Prince and Juliette Sigant (TUWOMEN)
Mira Amin and Nidhi Jha (CWR-W) 8-5
Viola Lugmayr and Lois Page (ROCK)
Anita Ponti and Luisa Agudelo (West Liberty) 8-4
Samantha Sweet and Eliza Kirov (Findlay)
Laura Huwe and Chloe Riley (West Liberty)
Mariana Valenzuela and Maria Magraner (IUP) 8-4
Sneha Kamam and Shreyaa Mukund (CWR-W)
Eliza Georgiades and Kristin Jones (CWR-W) 6-7 (6-7)
Rainie Heck and Alandria Bellamy (OBEW)
Sheridan McLean and Mikaela Hindenlang (Findlay)
Olivia Warner and Allison Welch (ROCK) 8-2
Meklit Minassie and Laura Haley (WOOW) 8-1(1)
Rebecca Shiloff and Hannah Keidan (OBEW)
Francesca Kern and Maja Shaw (Oberlin)
Briana (Tiffin) and Flavia (IUP)

Matches at Fox Creek Tennis Center

Ashley Ochsenhirt and Mackenzie Wills (ONUW) 3-5
Shannon Sertz and Sarah Duran (WOOW)
Carleyah McLean and Alexandra Olson (West Liberty) 8-2
Sabine Worthoff and Abigail Staskiewicz (ONUW)
Olivia Schrager and Katie Curry (ONUW) 8-5
Amanda Ress-Liere and Miharu Koh (ALLW)
Shea Foster and Cassandra Weidner (TUWOMEN) 8-7(5)
Emma Saxton and Mahlet Zemedkun (WOOW)
Savannah Gray and Hannah Schaffer (ALLW) 8-5
Kendra Devereux and Rebeccaree Larue (WOOW)
Jordan Dodson and Kayleigh Cummins (ONUW) 8-6
Candace Burkhammer and Gretchen Norton (ALLW)
Matches at Oberlin College

Madeleine Paolucci (CWR-W)
Thais Andreotti (IUP)

Laura Dunarova (IUP)
Anita Ponti (West Liberty)

Samantha Sweet (Findlay)
Anais Geslin (TUWOMEN)

Shreyaa Mukund (CWR-W)
Rainie Heck (OBEW)

Rebecca Shiloff (OBEW)
Mackenzie Wills (ONUW)

Hannah Keidan (OBEW)
Laura Haley (WOOW)

Katie Curry (ONUW)
Alandria Bellamy (OBEW)

Juliette Sirgant (TUWOMEN)
Katya Minchenkova (IUP)

Abbie Jade-Riley (TUWOMEN)
Julia Newman (IUP)

Chloe Riley (West Liberty)
Viola Hagmayr (ROCK)

Lois Page (ROCK)
Nidhi Jha (CWR-W)

Lauren Prince (TUWOMEN)
Sneha Kamam (CWR-W)

Sheridan McLean (Findlay)
Jessica Liu (CWR-W)

Eliza Georgiades (CWR-W)
Ashley Ochsenhirt (ONUW)

Kristin Jones (CWR-W)
Laura Huwe (West Liberty)

Eliza Kirov (Findlay)
Sabine Worthoff (ONUW)

Mikaela Hindenlang (Findlay)
Amy Varckette (ROCK)
Matches at Fox Creek Tennis Center

Olivia Warner (ROCK)  4-0, 4-1
Maria Magraner (IUP)

Sarah Duran (WOOW)  4-3(4), 4-1
Mariana Valenzuela (IUP)

Allison Welch (ROCK)  4-2, 4-2
Luisa Agudelo (West Liberty)

Shannon Sertz (WOOW)  4-3(6), 4-3(6)
Carleyah McLean (West Liberty)

Shea Foster (TUWOMEN)  4-1, 4-1
Olivia Schrager (ONUW)

Amanda Ress-Liere (ALLW)  4-2, 4-3
Flavia Fandoli (IUP)

Abigail Staskiewicz (ONUW)  4-1, 4-3(5)
Miharu Koh (ALLW)

Mahlet Zemedkun (WOOW)  4-3(5), 4-0
Cassandra Weidner (TUWOMEN)

Meklit Minassie (WOOW)  4-3(4), 4-3(4)
Savannah Gray (ALLW)

Saylor Meyer (TUWOMEN)  4-3, 4-1
Emma Saxton (WOOW)

Alexandra Olson (West Liberty)  4-1, 4-0
Kendra Devereux (WOOW)

Hannah Schaffer (ALLW)  4-2, 4-0
Jordan Dodson (ONUW)

Kayleigh Cummins (ONUW)  4-0, 4-0
Candace Burkhammer (ALLW)

Gretchen Norton (ALLW)  4-3(0), 4-2
Rebecca Larue (WOOW)